Reinforcement learning has its origin from the animal learning theory. RL does not require prior knowledge but can autonomously get optional policy with the help of knowledge obtained by trial-and-error and continuously interacting with the dynamic environment. Due to its characteristics of self improving and online learning, reinforcement learning has become one of intelligent agent's core technologies. This paper gives an introduction of reinforcement learning, discusses its basic model, the optimal policies used in RL , the main reinforcement optimal policy that are used to reward the agent including model free and model based policiesTemporal difference method, Q-learning , average reward, certainty equivalent methods, Dyna , prioritized sweeping , queue Dyna . At last but not the least this paper briefly describe the applications of reinforcement leaning and some of the future research scope in Reinforcement Learning.
INTRODUCTION
Reinforcement learning (RL) or self learning technology has its origin from some subjects: statistics, control theory and psychology and so on. It has a very long history, until the late 80s and early 90s that reinforcement learning technology obtains the wide research and application in some fields such as artificial intelligence(AI), machine learning, automatic control and so on [1] . RL is one of the techniques in artificial intelligence (AI) which is usually considered as a goaldirected method for solving problems in uncertain and dynamic environments. RL refers to a category of unsupervised machine learning algorithms that seek to maximize a reward signal. Supervised learning methods utilizes examples of correct action, but RL methods learns by trying many actions and learns which of those actions produce the most reward. Reinforcement learning is an important machine learning method [2] , its learning technology can be of three different types: 1. Supervised learning, 2. Unsupervised learning and 3. Reinforcement learning. RL is an online learning technology which is quite different from supervised learning and unsupervised learning. RL differs from the supervised learning (SL) in following aspects: In SL an agent learns from examples which are provided by a knowledgeable external supervisor, In RL the agent learn by directly interacting with the system and its environment and after choosing an action the agent is immediately communicated the reward or punishment and the subsequent state .The evaluation of the system is in concurrent to the learning. In RL no input/output pairs are presented, in SL expected future predictive accuracy or statistical efficiency is the prime concerns.
Basic Model of RL
A RL model consists of a.
A discrete set of environment states S b.
A discrete set of agent action A c.
A set of scalar reinforcement signals {0, 1} or the real numbers.
A reinforcement learning agent is autonomous [3] which means that its behavior is determined by its own experience. Learning is the mechanism through which an agent can increase its intelligence while performing operations. What is outside the agent is considered the environment. The states are parameters or features that describe the environment. An RL agent senses the environment and learns the optimal policy or near optimal policy by taking actions in each state of the environment. The agent must be aware of the states while interacting with the environment. An agent learns from reinforcement feedback received from its environment known as either reward or punishment signal. RL agents try to maximize the reward or minimize the punishment [4, 5, 6] . Actions could affect the next state of the environment and subsequent rewards and have the ability to optimize the environment's state [7] . Continuous learning and adapting through interaction with environment helps the agent to learn online in terms of performing the required task and improving its behavior in real time. Figure 1 shows the basic model of the reinforcement signal.
Stepwise execution of basic model of RL 1. Intelligent agent receives as input 'i' , some indication of current state (s 1 ) of the environment 2. The intelligent agent then chooses an action from the set of actions (A) to generate as output 3. (a) The action changes the state of environment (s 2 ) (b) The value of this state transition is communicated to the agent through a scalar reinforcement signal (r) One of the significant issues is how to improve an autonomous agent's capability and how to enhance the agent's intelligence. The ability of an agent can increase its intelligence through learning while in operation. Knowledge gained by an RL agent is specific to the environment in which it operates and cannot be easily transferred to another agent, even if the environments are very similar. The general knowledge obtained from one agent could benefit the other, but no efficient methods exist for transfer of that knowledge.
Figure1. A Basic Model of RL
An RL agent's design is based on the characteristics of the problem to be solved. The problem must be clearly defined and analyzed so that the purpose of designing the agent can be determined. The RL agent is a decision-maker in the process which takes an action that influences the environment. The agent acquires knowledge of different actions and eventually learns to perform actions which are most rewarding in order to attain a certain goal. Another key element of RL is an action policy which defines the agent's behavior at any given time and it maps the states to the actions to be taken [6] .
Optimal Policies of RL
Before thinking about learning algorithms to behave optimally, decision about the models of optimality should be done. In particular, the behavior of an agent now decides how the agent will behave in future. So, the decisions made depend on the reward or the punishment signals generated as a result of transition of state of the environment. There are four optimality criterions used for generation of scalar reward/punishment signal: Finite-horizon model, recedinghorizon control, infinite-horizon discounted model, and average-reward model [7] .
The finite-horizon model is the easiest model. In this model, at a given moment the agent should optimize its expected reward for the next n steps: E (
In the expressions r i represents the scalar reward after n steps into the future. This model has a drawback that precise length of the agent's life cannot be known in advance and so this model is always inappropriate.
The receding-horizon policy always takes n-step optimal action. The agent acts always according to the same policy, the value of n limits how far an agent looks in choosing its actions.
The infinite-horizon discounted model takes into account a long-run reward of the agent. The rewards received in the future are geometrically discounted according to the discounted factor γ whose value should lie between 0 and 1
γ can be interpreted as an interest rate , a probability of executing another step or a mathematical trick to bound the infinite sum . The discounted model is more tractable as compared to finite-horizon model and resembles recedinghorizon model so widely used model.
In the average-reward model the agent takes actions which optimize its long-run average rewards. This policy is also known as gain optimal policy. This is the limiting case of the discounted model when its factor approaches value 1.
The model can be generalized so that it takes into account the long run average and the amount gained by the initial reward.
In general, bias optimality model, a policy is preferred if it maximizes the long-run average and the ties are broken by the initial extra reward. The choice of optimality model and the choice of parameters matters much and so should be chosen carefully.
Challenges in Reinforcement Learning
The system developed using RL or self learning requires being intelligent enough to take decisions according to the environment changes. The two most commonly and critical applications of self learning (RL) are: robot soccer and mars rover. These require accuracy, agility actions, and flexible strategy. The conditions are dynamic, uncertain and complex and have to take decisions as humans. These systems require general control subsystem, visual subsystem, decision subsystems, communication subsystem and the robot vehicle subsystems. The hardware required is robot vehicle system, the image acquisition device, host computer(s), wireless launchers. These multi-agent system (MAS) uses robotics, artificial intelligence, intelligent control, computer technology, sensor technology. The systems are critical as they have to train themselves for unknown environment about which less or no information is available. Mars rover had objective of investigating mars' habitability, studying its climate and geology and collecting data for a manned mission to mars. It's difficult to train the system so that the system developed can fulfil the targeted objective. These system developments require the in-depth study of reinforcement learning or self learning. Reinforcement learning is mainly concerned with how an optimal policy can be obtained when a model is not known in advance. The agent directly interacts with the environment to obtain information, which is processed through appropriate algorithm to produce an optimal policy. The two ways in which it can be proceed: Model-free method and model based methods. In model-free method a controller is learnt without learning a model whereas in model-based method [7] first the algorithm is learnt then it is used to derive a controller. Some model-free methods are : temporal difference methods, Qlearning , average rewards and model based methods are : Certainty equivalent , Dyna , queue Dyna , priority sweeping
LEARNING OF OPTIMAL POLICY

Model -Free Methods
This method shows how it is possible to learn an optimal policy without knowing the models and even without learning those models. Many of these methods described below guarantees to find an optimal policy and use little computation time per experience .They extremely inefficiently use the data they gather and therefore require a great deal of experience to achieve good performance. Temporal credit assignment is the biggest problem faced by RL agent. The decision that the action just taken is a good one or a bad one is difficult as they have far-reaching effects. One solution strategy is to wait till the end and reward the actions taken if the result is good and punish the action if the result is bad. In the current task, it is difficult to know the end and to keep the record of the actions a great deal of memory is required. Second solution is to adjust the estimated value of state based on the immediate reward and the estimated value of the next state. These are called temporal difference (TD (λ)) methods.
TEMPORARAL DIFFERENCE METHODS (TD (λ))
The two main components are: a critic and a RL component. The critic uses the real external reinforcement signal to learn to map states with its expected discounted values given that the executing policy is the one currently initiated by the RL component. The experience tuple is usually defined as <s 1, a, r, s 2 > which summarizes a single transition in the environment. Here s 1 is the agent's state before the transition, a is the choice of action from the set of actions, r is the immediate reward the agent receives and s 2 is the resulting state. TD(λ) was proposed by Sutton's in 1988 [8] , and combines the Monte Carlo algorithm and the dynamic programming technology. A step of this is TD(0), in which refers to only a step back for the immediate reward value and to modify the estimated value of the resulting state . In TD (0), the update rule used to learn the value of policy is
This rule can also be rewritten as V(s 1 ) = (1-α)V(s 1 ) + α(r+γ V(s 2 )) (6) Whenever a state s 1 is visited, its estimated value is updated to be closer to r+γV(s 2 ) , since r is the immediate reward received and V(s 2 ) is the estimated value of the actually occurring next state. If the learning rate α is adjusted properly and the policy is held fixed, TD (0) will guaranteed to converge to the optimal value function. The general TD (λ) rule is similar to TD (0) rule given in equation
This rule is applied to every state according to its eligibility e(u) rather than just applying to the immediate previous state. The eligibility trace is defined as
The eligibility of a state s is the degree, to which it is visited in the recent past. When a reinforcement signal is received, it should update all the states that have been recently visited according to their eligibility criteria. When λ= 0 then it becomes TD(0), when λ=1 , it is roughly equivalent to the updating all the states according to the number of times they are visited till the end of the run .So the eligibility trace is updated as follows :
The execution of TD(λ) is computationally more expensive and converges faster for larger values of λ.
Q-LEARNING
Q-learning algorithm was proposed by Watkins' [9, 10] and is easier to implement. a,s2 )max a Q*(s 2 ,a') (10) The optimal policy would be given by Π*(s) = arg max a Q*(s 1 ,a) (11) The Q function makes the action explicit, so estimate the Q values on-line using a method same as TD (0), but also use them to define the policy. The action can be chosen by taking the one which has the maximum Q value for the current state. The Q-learning rule is given by: Q(s 1 ,a)= Q(s 1 ,a) + α (r + γ max a Q*(s 2 ,a') -Q(s 1 ,a)) (12) This can be rewritten as Q(s 1 ,a) = (1-α ) Q(s 1 ,a) + α (r + γ max a Q*(s 2 ,a') ) (13) where < s 1 ,a,r, s 2 > is an experiencing tuple. If α decays appropriately and each action is executed in each state an infinite number of times in an infinite run then Q-values will converge with a probability of 1 to Q*. When Q values are nearly converged to their optimal values, the agent can act greedily by selection the actions with the highest Q value. Q-learning is exploration insensitive i.e. the Q values will converge to optimal values, independent of how an agent behaves when the data is being collected. The details of the exploration strategy do not affect the convergence of the learning algorithm. Q-learning is the most popular and most effective model-free algorithm for learning from delayed environment. Q-learning can be applied to discounted infinitehorizon MDPs. Q-learning can also be applied to undiscounted problems if the optimal policy is guaranteed to reach a reward-free state and the state is periodically reset. AVERAGE REWARD (R-LEARNING) Schwartz's [11] R-learning algorithm exhibits convergence to some of the MDPs. Several researchers have found this average reward criterion closer to the true problems which are being solved by discounted criterion. Mahadevan [12] showed that existing reinforcement learning algorithms for average reward does not always produce bias-optimal policies. Jordon, Singh and Jaakkola [13] described the average reward learning algorithm with guaranteed convergence. It uses monte-carlo component to estimate the expected future rewards for each state as the agent's moves in the environment.
Model -Based Methods
Assume that the model is not known in advance, examine the algorithms that do operate by learning these models. These algorithms are important in applications in which computation is considered to be cheap and has costly real-world experiences.
CERTAINTY EQUIVALENT METHODS
In this method, first learn the T and R functions by exploring the environment and keeping statistics about the results of each action then compute an optimal policy using one of the methods of section 2.1. This method is known as Certainty equivalence. The model is learned continually through the agent's lifetime. At each step the current model is used to compute the value function and an optimal policy. This method makes very effective use of available data but ignores exploration and is extremely computationally demanding for even a small state space. DYNA Sutton's Dyna Architecture [14, 15] yields strategies that are both more effective than model-free learning and are more computationally efficient than the certainty -equivalence method. It uses experience to build a model, uses experience to adjust the policy and uses model to adjust the policy. Dyna operates in a loop of interaction with the environment. The steps carried out in Dyna algorithm are as follows: Update the value of V for state s 2 and it has changed by amount δ, then immediate predecessors of s 2 are informed regarding this event. Any state s 1 for which there exists an action a such that Ť(s 1 ,a,s 2 )≠ 0 then its priority is increased by δ ·Ť(s 1 , a,s 2 ) unless its priority has already exceeded that value. The optimal policy is reached in about half the number of steps of experience and one-third the computation as Dyna required. About 20 times fewer steps and twice the computational effort of Q-learning is required by Dyna.
STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 3.1 Strengths
a) RL does not require explicit examples of executing correct action b) RL can be applied to systems for which such examples are not readily available. c) RL methods have been used to train neural networks [16] , to control dynamic channel assignment in communications networks [17] , and to construct fuzzy logic rule bases for fuzzy control systems [18] . d) RL methods find the solution of many diverse problems.
Limitations
a) RL methods tend to learn very slowly, which leads to poor performance in dynamic environments [19] . b) The tradeoffs between exploration and exploitation have to be found. RL agents tries to reach a goal as quickly as possible (exploitation), they also seek to learn more information about their environment in order to enhance the future performance (exploration). c) The exploration/ exploitation dilemma is analogous to the tradeoff between system control and system identification in the field of optimal control [20] .
d) Knowledge transfer from one agent to another is another difficulty when considering RL systems [21] . This is due to the fact that RL is a global learning method that contains all of the information learned about the environment in a single value function.
APPLICATIONS OF RL
RL is a theoretical tool for studying the principles of agents learning to act. RL is also used as a practical computational tool for constructing autonomous systems which improves themselves with its own experiences. These applications range from industrial manufacturing, to robotics to combinational search problems used in gaming. [7] Practical applications give a proof for the effectiveness, ability and usefulness of the learning algorithm. This also helps in deciding which components of RL framework are important for practical applications.
Gaming
Game playing usually uses Artificial intelligence as its prime domain. Two player games do not fit into the established RL framework as the optimality criterion for the games is not of maximizing the rewards but one of the maximizing rewards against an optimal adversary (mini-max). RL algorithms can be adapted to work for a very general class of problems [24] , and many researchers have used RL in these environment.
Robotics and control
There are many applications in robotics and control systems that have used RL. Consider four examples of robotics and one of control system a) A two armed robot [22] was constructed by Schaal and Atkeson which learns to juggle a device known as a devil stick. This complex nonlinear control task involves a 6-dimensional state space and less than 200 msecs per control decision. After 40 initial attempts the robot learns to keep jiggling for hundreds of hits. b) A mobile robot pushes large boxes for extended periods of time [23] . Box-pushing is a difficult robotics problem, and characterised by immense uncertainty in the action results. Q-learning along with some novel clustering enables a higher -dimensional input. c) Four mobile robots [7] travelled within an enclosure collecting small disks and transporting to a destination region. In this the three steps were: first pre-programmed signals (progress estimators) were used to break monolithic tasks into subtasks. Second, the control was decentralized. Thirdly, the state space was dividing into smaller number of discrete states according to the values of a small number of pre-programmed Boolean features of the underlying sensors. d) Elevator dispatching task involved four elevator serving ten floors [25] the objective was to minimise the average squared wait time for passengers, discounted into future time. e) Packing tasks from a food processing industry: [7] this problem involves filling containers with erratic numbers of dissimilar products. The product characteristics can be sensed which also vary with time. These examples can be discussed on the following points. f) Robot soccer game is a good platform for the multi agent system (MAS) domain research. In this application proper platform, the research results of artificial intelligence and robotics can be tested and validated, thereby promoting the development of the various fields. The soccer game is a special MAS in that the robot players of one team have to cooperate while facing competition with the opponent. The cooperative and competitive strategies used play a major role in robot soccer system[26] g) A Mars rover is an automated motor vehicle which propels itself across the surface of the planet Mars after landing. Rovers have several advantages over stationary landers: they examine more territory, they can be directed to interesting features, they can place themselves in sunny positions to weather winter months and they can advance the knowledge of how to perform very remote robotic vehicle control [33] .
Pre-programmed knowledge
Linearity assumption for the misleading robot's policy [7] , a manual breaking up of the task into subtasks for the two mobile-robot , while the box-pusher also used a clustering technique for the Q values which assumed locally consistent Q values. The four disk-collecting robots used a manually discredited state space. The packaging example had fewer dimensions and so required correspondingly weaker assumptions, but the assumption of local piecewise continuity in the transition model enabled massive reductions in the amount of learning data required.
Exploration strategies
The juggler used careful statistical analysis to judge where to profitably experiment. Both mobile robot applications were able to learn well with greedy exploration-always exploiting without intentional exploration. The packaging task used optimism in the face of uncertainty [7] .
Computational regimes of the experiment
They were all very different, which indicates that the differing computational demands of various RL learning algorithms. The juggler needed to make very fast decisions with low latency between each hit, but had long periods of 30 seconds and more between each trial to consolidate the experiences collected on the previous trial and to perform the computation necessary to produce a new reactive controller on the next trial [22] . The box-pushing robot was meant to operate autonomously for hours and so had to make decisions with a uniform length control cycle. The cycle for substantial computations was sufficiently long. [23] .
In the four disk-collecting robots, each robot had a short life of less than 20 minutes, due to battery constraints so the substantial number crushing was impractical, and any significant combinatorial search would have used a significant fraction of the robot's learning lifetime [7] . The packaging task had easy constraints [7] . One decision was needed every few minutes. This provided opportunities for fully computing the optimal value function for the 200,000-state system between every control cycle, in addition to performing massive cross-validation-based optimization of the transition model being learned.
PRESENT STATUS OF RESEARCH AREA
RL is used in almost all the research areas. The researches have been carried out in Job-shop scheduling, Global search algorithm, Behavior arbitration of Robot, Street Car bunching control, Bidding strategic in electricity markets, Operation scheduling in container terminals, intelligent search in unstructured peer -to -peer network, motor skill for wearing T-shirt using topology coordinates, robot learning with Genetic algorithm based fuzzy RL agents, autonomous and fast robot learning through motivation, personalized web document filtering, coordination of communication in robot team, mobile robot navigation , machine learning approaches inn robot navigation , neuromuscular control of the point-topoint and oscillatory movements of saggital arm with the actor, interconnected learning automata, vibration control of a non-linear quater-car active suspension system, acquisition of a page turning skill for a multi-fingered hand, humanoid rhythmic walking parameter based on visual information, 3D
kinetic Human-Robot cooperation with an EMG to activation model, global supply chain management.
CONCLUSION
There are a large variety of RL techniques that work effectively on a variety of small problems. But there exist very few techniques that can be scaled to larger problems. The problem is it is very difficult to solve arbitrary problems in the general case. The bias can come in any of the form: shaping, local reinforcement signals, imitation, problem decomposition, reflexes. With appropriate biases, supplied by human programmers or teachers, complex RL problems will eventually be solvable. Many works is still to be carried out and many questions remaining for learning techniques regarding methods for approximation, decomposition and incorporation of bias into real life problems.
